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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL. III.

thy

saving health among all nations.”

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1832.

NO. 15.

have been known at any period since that of the and if no will on the alternttive should be ex
original publishing it. We learn also, on unques pressed, to the discretion of those who have the
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.________ __ tionable evidence, that it is now spreading in coun management of the whole concern. Although
tries in which it had been hitherto unknown. In under this circumstance, ther; will fall the amount
From the Episc«pal Watchman.
these laudable efforts it is easy to discern the in of what may be given on thearesent occasion, yet
HOME MISSIONS.
terposition of Providence,overruling the highhand the Society are entitled to avail themselves of the
Turn thee to thy own broad wateis,
ed measures which had proceded, for the gene fact, that they have not been accused of favoring
Labour in thy native earth,
ral propagation of infidelity; and educing from either branch of their trustat the cost of indif
Gall Salvation’s sons and daughter},
them, results, the opposite to those which had ference, or of faulty privatim, in regard to the
From the clime that gave thee birth.
other.
been contemplated.
Here are pilgrim-souls benighted
Here are evils to be slain,
In these vast efforts for the christianizing of the
From tic New-York Observer.
Virtues in their budding blighted
world, it has been the earnest desire of many per
Spirits bound in error’s chain.
THE
MISSIONARY
SPIRIT.
sons among ourselves, to contribute a portion of
Messrs. Editors,—The letter, from which I send
Raise the Gospel’s glorious streaner,
their bounty; being aware that there can belittle
Where yon western forest waves,
proof of our esteem of our ecclesiastical institu you an extract, was written to me some months
Follower of the blest Redeemer,
tions, or of the Christian cause itself if they have since, by a young gentleman in one of our Theo
Sow him ’mid thy fathers’ gra’es.
not a sufficiency to excite to the honorable compe logical Seminaries. A strong desire has been ex
Sunday, Nov. 25th, 1832.
L. H. S.
tition of vieing with other bodies of our fellow pressed by some individuals who have heard the
Christians, in what ought to be counted a labor of letter read, to see it ii. print. If you judge, as
MISSION ARST.
they do, that the publication of it, will subserve
love by all.
BISHOP WHITE’S MISSIONA1Y SERMON.
Brethren; in reference to the Society whose the cause of Christ, ycu will, confer a favor on
Brethren, your preacher durirg the whole of funds are expected to be aided by your contribu some friends of missions, by inserting it in your
his episcopacy, has been in the hffiit of receiving tions on this occasion, there are two facts, the paper. I take the liberty to state, that the writer
from various parts of the United States, applica statement of which may be hoped to tend materi of the letter is wholly independent in his world
tions for ministerial supply; of theneed of which ally to the design. There have been already no ly circumstances, and might if he chose, enjoy
he could not but have a strong coiviction; while ticed the many solicitations for ministerial aid be the world, to as great an extent, as any other young
Respectfully yours,
L. S.
relief was beyond his power. The prospect has fore the existence of the Society. Since its form- man.
brightened. What with systematic exertions of ' afion, they have multiplied exceedingly; so as
----- -------Conn. Nov. 8th, 1832.
the people immediately concerned, and an inter more and more to address to those who take the
In reply to a question on the subject, he observes:
est taken in their favor by some of the clerical or lead in it, some such entreaty as that made in vi “Yes, Sir, I rejoice to tell you, that a merciful
der in visits made for the gathering of congrega sion by a man of Macedonia io St. Paul; “Come God is, by his providence, preparing the way for
tions, it has happened, that there is the hope of an over and help us.”
me to enjoy the privilege of becoming a herald of
early organization of our Church, in the vast
The knowledge of the existence of such a So the Cross. The path of duty up to this hour
fields of labor to the west, to the north, and to the ciety has naturally this effect; and it is painfully has seemed very clear, and especially since I came
south. In all these directions we have the pros felt in the present instance from an increase in the to the resolution, that if God would favor me, I
pect of extending the branches of the tree, which number of claims, beyond the possibility of being would serve Him in this way. It is now nine or
cannot but cast their shelter and their shade, in met: the claimants from every quarter naturally ten months, since with much prayer, some fasting,
the sanctity of Christian morals, and in the conso undertaking to judge of the comparative reasona mature deliberation, (as I hope) and a looking at
lations of Christian hope.
bleness of their respective expectations. The the subject in all its bearings, that I came to this
It would be a mournful contrast, if, in territories amount of supplies has been very far from being resolve. It was impressed on my mind, that I ought
submitting to cultivation under labors of emigrants in proportion to the exigency.
at all events, to come to the point of giving my
from states in which Christianity is the profession
One cause of this, and it is the other fact con self wholly up to my Redeemer, and of being wil
of the inhabitants, the sound of the Gospel should templated, is, that after the constituting of this So ling to go where he should send me. I humbly
not be heard; and if in consequence, the proge ciety by the Genera' Convention, there became hope, that my heart was brought to that point,
ny of the settlers should be surrendered to the organized in several if the states, their peculiar and then in view of the wants of a lost world, the
reign of irreligion, perhaps to that of barbarism. Diocesan Societies, directed to the same object, great harvest, the few laborers, he seemed to say,
Probably, however, there is no danger of this. within their respective bounds. So far as good is go into the ministry, ar.d then to the heathen.—•
On the contrary, if we should be regardless of the accomplished, it is «f no consequence by whose Obstacles have been in my way, but they have in
spiritual wants of our fellow members of the same agency it is effected But when there are taken a wonderful manner been leveled. Some had
communion, the zeal of other bodies of profess into view the immen;e districts in the west, in the advized me to put off the decision, but the
ing Christians may be expected to furnish them north and in the soah, which arc not endeavored call of Providence seemed so loud, and the advan
with instructers, more or less conforming to the to be benefitted by tlose partial organizations; set tages of deciding early so important, and the
standard of truth in holy Scriptures. With us the ting aside also the debt due to what is beyond the question of duty withal so easy to be settled, that
question is, whether, under the persuasion that bounds of our civil Jnion; it is evident, that the I felt it to be like Jonah’s fleeing from the pre
our principles are most agreeable to the integri said Diocesan Societes, however usefully they may sence of the Lord, to delay it longer, I kept it for
ty of the Christian faith we shall be the on be conducted, detrict materially from the means sometime, a secret within my own breast, but as
ly communion insensible to such claims as those which would otherwse have been at the command time passed along, my heart grew warmer on this
now made on us; and whether, in consequence of of that constituted by the general voice of our all absorbing theme. Providence seemed to smile
our want of zeal, and of sympathy in this matter, Church.
upon me, and to give me those qualifications, or
they shall be exposed to the alternative of being
It being so far deprived of the aids of several the faculty of obtaining them, which I had before
without any public profession, to the manifest de expected sources o’ support, can be compensated thought were not in me, in the least degree. I
pravation of the morals of a rising generation: or for, no otherwise, than by concurrent appeals to would here add, that the field of missions, as a
else, shall exchange the profession of their ances the benificence of those who contribute within probable field of my future labors, had been often
tors for some other, under which there is at least, their respective bo nds.
before me, during my whole college course. So
sensibility to the duty of being regardful of what
It is not uncomnon, to hear the expression of far from repenting of my resolve, I look back to
is strongly set forth in the text, the being agents a difference of opnion, as to the comparative it, as the happiest moment of my life, and have
in the extension of the kingdom of the Redeemer. weight of the claias of the domestic and of the great reason to bless God, that he put within me
Of late years, we have been in the habit of hear foreign department of the Soceity. It sconstitu- the heart to say Here Lord I am, for I cannot be
ing of stupendous exertions, put forth for the ex tion has been wisey accommodated to this diver lieve it was a determination of my own making__
tension of the faith of the Gospel beyond the sity of views, by ubmitting to every donor, to “Others beep,” saith Christ, “I have, which are
bounds of Christendom; greater, perhaps, than which of the braches his gift shall be applied, not of this fold, them also must I bring.” Somer
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
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body must be his instrument in bringing them back ; shall not be able. W ben once the master of t le overlook the little children but says, “ Suffer them
anil'while the talented, the bold, and qualified men house is risen up, and bath shut to the door, and to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of such
refuse to go on this errand of love, and stay in lye begin to stand without and to Knock, saying, is the kingdom of heaven.” None of you wj]&
thislanil of peace and plenty, delightful is his pri-1 Lord, Lord, open unto us; he shall say, I tell you are capable of understanding that, to come to
vilege, who, though he may not be so well quali I know you not, whence ye are; depart from me Christ is to love and serve him, are too youn^to
fied as others, can yet be a co-worker with his all ye workers of iniquity. Not every one that comply with his invitation. 0, come to him noir
Saviour, who will also bring them, that thus they saitli unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the before you shall grow more depraved and harden
kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of ed; before the cords of your sins shall bind you
may be one fold and one shepherd.
My arrangements for the future, farther than my'Father which is in heaven. Many will say to more firmly; and your time shall be shorter and
may be gathered from what I have said, are not me in that day, Lord, have we not prophesied in your condemnation heavier; and the Almightv
definitely fixed upon. I expect to go through my thy name? anil in thy name have cast out devils, shall be more highly incensed against you. Now
preparatory course of study, and then go to what and in thy name done many wonderful works? And wow, beloved youth, is your time to seek the Lord
part of the heathen world Providence directs. I then will I profess unto them, I never knew you. with hope of success.
Again—while persons are favored with the means
wish not to go to this or that region merely be Depart from me, ye that work iniquity.” These
cause it is my inclination, but because my Heaven are the declarations of the faithful and true Wit of religious instruction, and the exercise of rea
ly Father sends me thither, and because I can ness, the Judge both of the living and the dead. son, they should, with all earnestness, seek the
most glorify him there. I have no doubt, but That awful, portion of the divine word found in | Lord. The greater part of our race, destitute of
that there will be remarkable openings in pagan the first chapter of the Proverbs, will, after death, divine revelation, are involved in the darkness of
lands, even more remarkable than there are at pre be entirely applicable to all the wicked; and they heathenism; they know nothing of Christ or his
sent, in the course of a year or two. How easy must learn by woful experience what it means: “Be salvation; nothing of heaven with its glory, or hell
will it be for him, who turneth the hearts of men, cause I have called, and ye refused; I have with its horrors. How then can they seek the
as the rivers of witer are turned, to break down stretched out my hand, and no man regarded; but Lord? “How shall they call on him of whom
the dark systems ol idolatry in Eastern Asia, and ye have set at naught all my counsel, and would they have not heard?” Some, too, once favored
cause, a far more gbfious reformation than has oc none of my reproof: I also will laugh at your ca with the instructions of pious parents and faithful
curred at the Santwich Islands. How easy for lamity; I will mock when your fear cometh; when ministers, now dwell in the solitary wilderness
God to pour out a spirit of prayer and benevo your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruc where no voice is heard proclaiming salvation; or
lent effort on bis children, and thus cause at once tion cometh as a whirlwind; when distress and an in the licentious village where no Sabbath is hal
the sower and reaper to rejoice together over con guish cometh upon you; then shall they call upon lo wed, and no influence of Christianity is felt; or
verted millions, lhave thus, sir, told you my de me, but I will not answer: they shall seek me early, in the obscure lanes and sequestered abodes of 1
crime and wretchedness in great cities, which have
signs. I long to see the day when our churches but they shall not find me.”
This life, then, furnishes our only opportunity to long been overlooked or despaired of, by those
will wake up to their duty here, and if going my
self to the heathen, will in the least effect this ob seek the Lord with success. Here the great work whose business is to win souls to Christ; or per
ject, and contributiig ail the Lord has given me, of securing salvation must be performed; or eter chance, their home is on the wide waters, where
ill iromote the good work, I am ready to do it.” nally remain unaccomplished. And what is this no voice of admonition or prayer is heard, and re
wm 1 ■
71 -• ■
life? Think of its narrow bounds; think of its ligion is mentioned only to be ridiculed. And
speedy flight; of its liability every moment to be some, on'ce blessed with the full exercise of rea
n b l 11: o u 3
terminated; and of the tremendous consequences son, are now delirious on the bed of death, or
FROM TI1E ltEV. SIL/|S M’KEEN’S SERMON. to you, should yours be terminated before you wandering abiut in idiotcy; or,’having becomedanAt what time may the Saviour be found?
have secured the favor of the Lord Jesus; and be gerous to society, are confined in the cage of the
“Seek ye the Lord while lie may be found.” If excited to seek him “before your feet stumble on maniac. And are you sure that similar disasters
you are earnestly invite! to go in to a public en the dark mountains, and while ye look for light will never Refill you; that you shall never be as
tertainment while the doors are open, you would na he turn it into the shadow of death.”
far removed fnm the light of the gospel and means
turally receive the impression that they were soon
But, were we sure this life would be prolonged of salvation, is any whose case has been named?
to be closed; and if you desired to go in at all, for many years, yet in the course of it some sea O, tempt not the Almighty to recall the price he
would think it important to embrace the favorable sons are peculiarly favorable to the great business has put into your hands to get wisdom; and to
opportunity. If you were groaning with broken of seeking salvation; and it most deeply concerns swear in his wrath you shall never enter into his
limbs, and should he urged by a friend to send for us to seize and improve them. In the first place, rest.
an eminent surgeon while he might he obtained, you the season of youth presents a most favorable op
Especially is ft a precious opportunity to seek
would readily receive the idea that at a future portunity to seek the Lord. Then the heart is the Lord, when his work is revived in your neigh
hour he might not. be obtained; and would doubt not so hardened and vicious as it may be in subse borhood, and your own mind is impressed with di
less wish immediate application to be made. In quent life. It must, indeed, be admitted, that the vine truth. Then it is comparatively easy to break
like manner, when entreated to “seek the Lord hearts of the young, while unrenewed, are des away from the entanglements of sin; to inquire
while he may be found,” we ought to believe that titute of holiness, and strongly inclined to evil. of those more experienced the way of salvation;
the time is coming when he can no more be found This makes it difficult even for them to seek the and to go with those who are pressing into the
a; a Saviour; and if we hope to find him in that Lord, and consecrate themselves to his service.— kingdom of heaven. Then the Lord is graciously
capacity at all, should be excited to call upon him Perhaps, my young trienils, you have learned near, and every humble suppliant may approach
“while he is near.”
something of this by experience. When von him with filial confidence. Thrice happy the peo
But nt what time may the Lord be found? The once thought seriously of coming to Christ, did it ple thus favored. “ O Lord, revive thy work in
sinner, in the present life, is under a dispensation not seem difficult to forsake the alluring paths of the midst of the years; in the midst of the years
of mercy; and is assured that, if he repents and sin ? Did you not find it lard to breakaway from make known; in wrath remember mercy.”
comes to Christ, he shall be saved. Let his sins your vain and worldly associates; to subdue the
Perhaps some ol you are thinking, “Could!
be ever so aggravated; if he truly repent, and be pride, envy, and sensuality of your hearts; to con once more enjoy such advantages as I have mislieve in the Lord Jesus, he shall find mercy. Saul fess your faults to those you have injured, and all improved, could I go back to the days of my youth
the cruel persecutor; Manasseh, who drenched your sins to God, and to consecrate yourselves or be favored with the instructions and prayers of
the streets of Jerusalem with innocent blood; and forever to his service? If so be assured these du my parents, or hear the voice of that faithful min
the thief on the cross, may all be adduced in con ties will become easier. Tie disease of sin, which ister who wore out hrs life in seeking my conver
firmation of this. Stout hearted and far from has already exhibited such alarming symptoms, is sion; or could I once more live in any place where
righteousness as they had been, they all became continually extending itself.and growing more in sinners are awakened, and in great numbers turn
contrite; and humbly, earnestly, and successfully veterate. If a cure is ever to be effected, now is ing to God, I would esteem it a great privilege in
sought, the divine forgiveness while it was attaina the best time to seek it. 0-, to use another illus deed and would certainly endeavor to seek the
ble. To all men in the present life, the Saviour’s tration; if, when your rnord existence commenc Lord with all my heart.” However that might
invitation is, “To every one that thirsteth, come ed, you launched on that cu'rent of time which is he, it is certain that your misspent opportunities
ye to the waters.” “Look unto me and be ye rolling silently downward t> the ocean ol a dark can never return. Those of you who are advanc
saved, all the ends of the earth, for I am God, and miserable eternity; the firther you suffer your ed in years can never go back to the days of ear
and beside me there is none else.” “ He that be- self to be borne along, the tiore difficult will be ly youth, and recover the advantages you have
lieveth bath everlasting life.”
your return; and it deeply concerns you to make lost. Those of you who have followed those piBut when persons are removed from this to the an immediate and strenuous effort to escape, be our parents and that minister to the grave, who
eternal world, their season of probation is termi fore the current shall grow sronger, and the roar once and again so earnestly besought you with
nated. Those who have sought and found the Lord of the last tremendous catanct shall convince you tears to come to Christ, cannot reanimate their de
will there be made welcome to the joys of his that all is lost; and overwhelning fear shall cause cayed forms, or bring down their blessed spirits
kingdom, and those who neglected to seek him your heart to sink and die wthin you. Now you from their celestial seats, to counsel and entreat
will have no Saviour; but, under the weight of have special encouragementto cry to the great you again. And those of you who have lived
their guilt, and the wrath of God, will sink into an God your Saviour for help. Now lie calls, “Re through one revival of religion after another, imabvs5, of wo, where the voice of mercy will never turn unto me, for I have redeened thee. Son, give penitent and unconverted, have reason to fear that
he heard, nor
the hope of1 mercy
,w,
...... ever come. That
II... me thy heart. Remember nev thy creator in the I God will not prolong your lives to another such
the Lord Jesus will not be found in the character days of thy youth, before thi evil days come.— precious season; or if he should, you may only
of a Saviour by any impenitent man, after death Seek ye first the kingdom olGod and his right- behold it with your eyes, while your heart shall
feel no interest in it.
The situation of all who have hitherto neglect
ed salvation has now become exceedingly critical
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and alarming; but still you are prisoners of hope,
A minister of the gospel once informed a circle interdicted to an enterprising female, and why its
and not of despair, and now is the time for you 1 of Christian friends, of the following facts, in his ascent should be deemed.so rough and difficult,
to make perhaps your only effort to escape dam- own official experience :
1 that her modest foot may not attempt it. Every
nation, and to lay hold on eternal life. Great difI was, said he, once speaking to a lady on the , step she gains will reward her exertion, and facilficulties may appear in your way; but great as concerns of her soul; urging her to acknowledge itate her progress; and though it may not be her

dy, who had been present during the interview, blessings, she need not fear of extending her ac
for help.
Do some of you say, We can find no time to at remained; and now. as it were intuitively appre quisitions.
tend to these things? No time! Why do you hensive of some personal appeal, and embarrassed
But while we advert to her intellectual cultiva
not say when hungry, I have no time to eat; or with the conflict of different emotions, she turn tion, let us not slightly pass over the peculiar ad
when thirsty I have no time to drink? Why do ed to the minister and inquired, “Does Mr.------ vantage of a thorough acquaintance with moral
you not say "when languishing with disease or tor think that I have any fault?” As much as to say, science. Here every female should be at home.
Why, I should think, almost, from what you said ! Last of all should the science of God and salva
tured with agony, I have no time to seek for health
•or ease? All this you might do, with less absur to her, that I myself was not altogether clear, but tion be hidden from her eyes; last of all, should
dity than to plead that you have no time to seek possibly a sinner too! O dear, I hope not! Does she be a stranger to the principles and obligations
salvation. For “what is a man profited if he Mr.------ think I am?”
whioh ought to govern her thoughts, her affec
Thesame minister also related thefollowing fact, tions, and her conduct, every hour, and every mo
gain the whole world and lose his own soul ?” He
would, even in that case, part with it at an infinite in the presence of a Christian lady who witnessed ment of her existence. IIow humiliating if it
loss. But who of you can expect to gain the whole the same, and well remembered it.
were only in an intellectual point of view, that she
“Being once invited and urged to dine with a should he ignorant of the themes of contempla
world, or even any considerable part of it? Alas!
how low then the ambition, how grovelling the wealthy and worldly lady somewhat advanced in tion, and powerful persuasiveness of enterprise
thoughts of such as put their souls in jeopardy for life, and having lived all her years in a parish and and unrivalled exhibitions of classical beauty and
a treasure which moth, or rust, or fire may con neighborhood of Christian light and influence, I elegance, and matchless example of purity of
took occasion, after a too sumptuous dinner of thought, with which the great text book of moral
sume!
But think not only of the folly, but the imminent which I slightly participated, to speak with the science, the Bible, is so richly fraught! There is
danger of delaying to seek the Lord. While you hostess on her prospects for another world. Soon revealed what nothing else has disclosed, and none
delay, your guilt is accumulating; your condem I found she could talk alone and a long time on but God knew. From one page Of this wonder
nation is growing more and more aggravated, and that subject, enumerating the good things she did, ful volume, a female may gain more knowledge of
life is hastening to its termination. Even now the I had done, and intended to do—till I thought it the great end of her being, and of what is useful
fatal arrow maybe aimed at your heart; the sword' time to interpose and direct the conversation into and necessary to be known, than philosophy could
of divine justice may be uplifted to cut you off.! a more profitable channel. ‘ Do you not think, my acquire by the patience and toil of centuriesBy the terrors of the Lord, then, we beseech you j friend,’ said I, ‘thatin all this you may have some There too is developed that great system of truth,
to flee from the wrath to come.
j self-righteousness?” She replied, ‘Why, sir, I which philosophers and sages have sought in vain
But if you are not to be moved by any rational I hardly know; but I hope I have: for I try day —every where embodying counsels more paternal,
consideration of danger, yet suffer the goodness ( and night for it.’
admonitions more alarming, counsels more pre
of God to melt you into penitence. It was he I “I had too much reason to fear that she told cious, expostulations more touching, than all the
who gave you that body, so fearfully and wonder-1 me the truth of herself; and to infer the proba- schemes of human instructions, and every where
ly made; and that soul which allies you to angels, hility that thousands such exist in the midst of us recounting transactions that cannot he read with
It is he who has nourished and clothed you, who anA perish around the very churches, without ever out the deepest interest and delight. The won
has sustained you in adversity; and redeemed your knowing, even doctrinally, the way of life in Christ ders of the Bible have interested and amazed the
life from destruction, when the shades of death Jesus! How long shall it so remain, even among strongest intellect in creation. And if a female
would be interested in subjects that can expand,
were collecting about you. He ha given his Son the great vulgar.—New- York Mercury.
and captivate, and transform her mind, that can
to die for you, his word to teach you, his Spirit to
THE FEMALE MIND.
strive with you. Jt is his own kind voice which is
crucify her affections to the pursuits and enjoynow heard out of heaven, calling you to seek him I We have yet to learn that the Supreme Crea-1 ments of the world, then must her heart be enwhile he may be found. And are you willing to jtor Fas denied to woman thesame capacity for deared to the excellence of the Bible.
offend such a benefactor; to spurn from you all! intellectual exertion which he has communicated
All these courses will strengthen and cultivate
his offers of mercy? You say, No.
' to man ; and that with the same training, the same her intellectual powers and fit her for usefulness.
But when will you seek the Lord? To-morrow? ( auxiliaries, and the same incitement, she might And if she be pious, how is her character invest
Next year? In a dymg hour? And do you think I not maintain her equal progression in every enter- ed with additional power, when it can put in re
this a good resolution? What! a good resolution,! prise that simply demands intellectual endowment, quisition the force and furniture of a well disciplin
not to repent now, as God commands? A good I But this is a point of no easy decision, and of lit ed and richly cultivated mind. The greater va
resolution, not to seek the Lord now while he may tie utility could it be equally decided. There are riety of intellectual accomplishments she posses
he found? A good resolution, to persevere in sin those who so far depreciate the intellectual worth ses, the more respectable she will become, and
of females, as to believe that all that is important the more influence will she exert in any sphere she
as long as you can with impunity?
Behold, now is the accepted time; now the Lord in female education, is limited by a thorough ac- is destined to ocupy.—Rev. Gardiner Spring.
is graciously near; and if you delay to seek his fa- quaintance with domestic philosophy; and that to
HOW INFIDELS ARE MADE.
vor this day, this hour, both heaven and earth, and j furnish our daughters with any tiling beyond this,
Mr. Editor—It is not uncommon to hoar pro
your own conscience also, must confess the jus-j and particularly to instruct them in any of the
tice of God, should he call you no more but leave ! branches of solid learning and science, is a super- fessing Christians pray, apparently with a great
you to perish in your iniquity. Is it your resolu fluity that ill befits their condition and employ deal of ardor and devotion for the “downfall of
infidelity ” and almost at the next breath, furnish
tion to seek him now with all your heart? May the ment.
But how contracted are such views, and how the most incontestible evidence that they are not
Spirit of grace strengthen that resolution, and help
you to seek the Lord with right views of his char far do they fall short of qualifying females, for sincere in their pretensions. In a certain town
acter, deeply sensible of your misery, and anxious the more useful and important duties of their sex? that shall be nameless, sometime since there was
ly daring to embrace him in his entire character, Mind is a glorious endowment; and there is no a meeting for prayer, composed entirely of church
and on his own terms, as your Saviour, your God, reason why the mind of a female should not be members. During the hour of worship, some re
and everlasting portion. Think not that the Spir cultivated with unwearied assiduity. Particular marks were made that were thought by* some, in
it will always strive with you; that God will al ly to a female of keen perception, intuitive judg appropriate to the occasion, and at which some
ways-he entreating you; or that you can, either ment, vivid fancy, and ready and attentive memo took offence. From these offended brothers, or
now o* at any other time, deceive him with heart ry, every facility of developing her intellectual from some other mysterious source, the offensive
less services. In a matter of such infinite moment faculties, which her means and condition in life remarks find their way immediately, with ali the
afforded. I know of noth- coloring which the truth will allow, to the ears of
theremustbe no missgiving, no hypocrisy, no delay, can furnish, should he affc
“for the Lord searcheth all hearts, and under-I ing which a woman may
nay not
r study, and acquire to ' the open enemies of God. By these they are sent,
standeth all the imaginations of the thoughts: if; advantage. If she is ambitious of deserving well with a still deeper hue, to a press devoted to al
* thou
‘
if she is diligent, as her experience and reflection most any other cause than that of righteousness;
thou seek him he will be found.......................
of thee; but if
forsake him, he will cast thee off forever__ Nation become matured, I would not only have her well and published to the four winds, to fatten the malice
al Preacher.”
grounded in all the branches of a good English of the wicked heart. Can we wonder that infideli
education, but I would delight to see her plodding ty is marching through our land in all the pride of
IGNORANCE.
her steady course through the departments of omnipotence, bidding defiance to the laws of God
Mr. Editor—It is truly wonderful how ignorant classical knowledge—introduced to the masters of and man, while the professed friend of Christ, Ju
some persons of standing in society can manage to science in every ag3—familiar with the history of das-like, betray the cause of Christ into the hands
be, on subjects where it would seem calumny to other times, and other men—familiar with the of ungodly men? Is there any expectations in
suspect the fact as it is. In spiritual matters, j power of numbers—not meanly instructed in phy the breasts of such Christians, that their ,prayers
_
though not more wonderful—since love of learning sical and intellectial philosophy—and especially 1 will reach the ear of God, and that the kingdom
is the secret of proficiency and intelligence in eve- taught to think aid reason, and to express her of Christ will be saved from the withering curse
ry department—ignorance is more criminal, and i thoughts with propriety, force, and elegance. No j of infidelity, while they furnish, in this unchrisoften truly astounding
l reason exists why the temple of science should be j tian manner, the deadliest weapons with which
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fullness beams in every eye—but not so at a
parting of friends, where declining health and the
ravages which disease has made upon tender con
stitution renders it obligatory upon those whom
we love, to comply with professional advice, anda
sense of duty of another kind, and to seek a for.
eign clime and milder skies than are found at our
own fireside, with the hope peradventure, that their
feeble health may be restored to them, and they
again united in the scenes of joy and affection,
and love which ever are supposed to be the abode
of every one’s own sweet-home.
At such a time, and the tall pine that lifts its {lead
On Sunday, between the hours of first andse“I WILL TRY.”
Tn grandeur o’er its woodland fellows, itself
cond bell-ringing, a scene of the kind referred to
“When that resolution is formed," said I, to a Bedeck’d in fadeless green, seems to weep o’er nature
occurred in the sailing of the ship Gloucesterfor
little girl, one fine Sabbath morning, “your lesson And nature’s grave, and with its slender form to point
To other spheres, it all does seem to speak of Thee.
one of the West India Islands, on board of which
is half learned.” She was rather afraid to under And Oh! my Father, when I gaze upon a scene
were eight ladies arid several gentlemen passen
take to learn the 11th chapter of Hebrews; 40 Like this, andtrace thy goodness, might and power
gers, many of whom have gone for the benefit of
verses! “That is a great many more than I ever In all the beauties of the sky, and then can hear
their health. To see some of the females led from
learned before, ma’am: yet I should very much The faded leaves of autumn preach a noiseless, yet
thrilling lesson on mortality—’t is then
the carriage to the ship, borne upon the arms of
like to know it, because you say I ought to under A
I think I love to pray, and give'my soul to Thee,
their
friends, being too feeble to go alone—to no
stand the meaning of faith."
With whom I know ’twill safely rest, until that day
tice the carriages which had conveyed them from
“ Now, my little girl,” said I, “ you have a good When Jesus comes to judge the world.
their homes in waiting, and an assembly of about
opportunity of exercising faith upon a very sim
But Oh! my God,
one huudred and fifty friends to join in the tender
ple occasion, you must believe that you can learn I would not ask thy blessing for myself alone:
parting at such a time, was a scene calculated to
this chapter, and then I am sure you will not fail But I would pray for those I love, for those, whom Thou
bound to me by all the ties of tenderness.—
elevate the affections and make man feel grateful
in your undertaking. And, when you have learn Hast
1 would pray for him, whom Thou hast made the author
to his kind Father for a nature which presents itself
ed these forty verses, you may still further exer Of my being—neither would I make a heartless
in strong contrast by that described by Montgome
cise your faith, by believing that God is able, and Prayer for him. Thou, 0 God, bast bless’d him hitherto
ry, when speaking of “man’s inhumanity toman,”
I trust he xvill see it good, to sanctify and bless In worldly goods, and made his oil and wine to flow
in one of his fine poems.
them to your everlasting benefit. They may In richest streams around his house, nor hast thou yet
Seen lit to let him know, by sad experience,
prove good seed, and they may bring forth a hun The bitter anguish of a father’s heart who mourns
Here the silent ejaculations ascended to the
dred fold to the glory of your God, and to your The wayward folly of a single child. Never
great fountain of health, and to Him who guards
own salvation. I do not fear, now you have said Have his bleach’d locks been steep’d in such a bitter cup:
upon the seas, as well as upon the dry land, that he
you will Zry, but that you will, next sabbath day. And never has bis head been bow’d with shame like this.
would have the parent, sister, child and friend in
Still bless him thus Oh God! But Oh! I pray for more—
repeat your chapter very correctly.”
his most holy care—restore the greatly desired
I pray that thou wouldst let him know, in all its joy,
The good girl did so, and will never forget the Its richest joy, how sweet a tiling it is to wear
blessing of health, and return the little company
use of those words at the beginning of this little That ‘glorious crown’ a hoary head, if it be found
to the friends of their hearts in health and safety.
In ways of Righteousness.
piece: “I will try.”
The departure of the vessel, with her spreading
With all thy fulness bless
canvass
and before the pleasant wind—wafted
Her
also,
who
has
been
the
partner
of
his
care,
DANGER OF RESTING ONA FALSE HOPE.
down the harbor—soon lessens to the view, and
Well, and some say you must not preach the Who has, for many years, in sweet communion, walk’d
him the rugged path of life. Oh! bless them both.
the vessel becomes lost to the sight by the numerlaw. You cannnot preach the gospel without With
Thou hast kindly pointed out the way, and kindly
bus interceptings with which our harbor abounds
preaching the law; for you shall find by and by, Hast thou smooth’d the path, by which they have thus far,
we are to preach something that the people must Climb’d up the steep of life, and ’round their path-way hast thou —the consideration of all those on board, with all
their associations, gave an interest and added a
be saved by: it is impossible to tell them how Richly spread the flowers that grow within the “garden
feeling to the scene which only can he realized
they are to be saved, unless we tell them what to Of our God.”—Together have they climb’d—together
Do they stand upon life’s summit, on whose hither side
by those who have been called to attend a friend,
be saved from. The way the Spirit of God takes, Ten thousand thousand crowd the vale below with life
or one of their family, under similar circumstan
is like that we take in preparing the ground; do But on the other side how feeble and how few
ces.
you think any farmer would have a crop of corn The travellers! Along the base of this small hill
Is
seen
to
flow
the
broad,
deep,
dark,
death-like
Jordan,
The present remarks are not elicited from the
next year unless they plow now; and you may as
novelty of the scene—because every one knows,
well expect a crop of corn on unploughed ground, And while its dark waters mingle with that ‘tideless,
Waveless, sailless, shoreless sea’ the breeze that passes
that in a large seaport, they are of frequent oc
as a crop of grace until the soul is convinced of O’er its bosom, sweeps across that hill, and on it
its being undone without a Saviour. That, is the Breathes its foulest breath. By that breath the head becomes currence—hut they are offered as expressions of
reason we have so many mushroom converts, so As white as snow—the arm which once Was nerv’d with strength sympathy and regard in the case of one, who is
much esteemed, and also with a view of encour
many persons that are always happy I happy! hap Then trembles like an aspen leaf—the knees give way
And on a fragile reed, the weary pilgrims lean
aging feelings of gratitude in the thousands who
py ! and never were miserable; why? because And
totter on!—It is this gloomy way, my God,
enjoy health, and for which no thanks can ever re
their stony ground is not plowed up; they have Aly parents now are trav’ling. Let them gaze from thence
pay, and who can abide at home with their friends
not got a conviction of the law; they are stony In thoughtful mood, upon that vast ocean ‘whose waves
and in the enjoyment of the innumerable bless
ground hearers: they hear the word with joy, and We all must sail so soon.’ Oh! may they both on Thee
ings of a common Providence.
D
in a time of temptation which will come soon after Rely in all the confidence of love, whene’er
They’re call’d to launch upon that sea!
a seeming or real conversion, they fall away. They
That sister bund
From the Sunday School Journal.
serve Christ as the young man served the Jews My Father also bless. In love, in joy, in peace, in Thee,
THOUGHTS ON THE AGE AND ITS CLAIMS.
that laid hold of him, who, when he found he was Oh may they live—In love, in joy, in peace in Thee
like to be a prisoner for following Christ, left his Oil may they die! And bless, I pray, my brothers too,
The assertion is continually repeated, and it de
garments; and so some people leave their profes With all the joy that flows from love to Thee:
serves to be ever kept in mind, that we live in 3
And whilst
sion. That makes me so cautious now, which I
remarkable period of the world, and in a portion
was not, thirty years ago, of dubbing people con I pray that Thou would’st thus see fit to kindly bless
of the globe destined to stand by itself in unrival
Aly father and my father’s house, may they in love
verts too soon. I love now to wait a little, and Delight to come, betimes, around thv mercy seat,
led prosperity, and moral and political influence,
see if people bring forth fruit; for there are so And offer up their daily prayers in Jesus’ name,
Every one is familiar with the fact, that this is a
many blossoms which March winds you know blow Through which alone I offer this, and thus, O God,
generation of unusual intelligence. We hazard
“ Whet) soon or late we reach that coast
away, that I cannot believe they are converts till
nothing in saying, that in no past period of the
O’er life’s rough ocean driven
I see fruit brought forth. It will do converts no
world has there been diffused so much valuable
. Alay we rejoice, no wanderer lost,
harm to keep them a little back; it will never do
information. A few men may have be' zi more
A family in Heaven.'
A Son,
a sincere soul any harm.—Rev. George Whitelearned, but never has the common mintf 6een so
field.
From the Vermont Watchman.
much cultivated; never have there been so much
TENDER SCENE.
reading, conversation, and thought on the things
Since it is sure and undeniable that the earth
Boston Nov. 6.—On the embarkation of a num that pertain to man’s temporal and eternal inter
doth hang in an empty place, though men see not ber of individuals, with their wives and families est. We are now experiencing the full benefits
whereupon it leans and rests, O what a strange on ship board for a foreign land, in the capacity of the reformation begun by Zuinglius and Lu
thing is it I could the air bear up so vast and pon of Missionaries, leaving their homes and their ther; the world to the very centre of its move
derous a body? But herein is a marvellous divine friends to enter voluntarily upon a sphere of duty ments, feels the matured power of that mighty
power convincingly witnessed which hath so es- in that capacity; and after a few years of labor change which broke the arm of papal power, and
established it, that it cannot be moved. Now is to return and resume their comections and other scattered the ignorance of continents, and set the
it not this very word that bears up such a weight? duties in society, the mind becomes interested, and human mind at liberty. European thrones and
And thence with as clear ground we may reason a crowd of friends and spectators assemble on the dynasties, princes and people, feel the result o(
for adventuring the church, with its weight and warves as witness to the scene of separation, which this enlarged power of thought, and our own land
every Christian's burden, whatever it may be, on at such times usually" takes place, and respecting smiles on the bosom of the earth, as the loveliest
the promise of this God, on whose word the great which public notice is generally made—but it is a spot amidst the desolations of an entire world, the
bulk of the earth doth this day lean? I must say, scene, where benevolence seens to have a place, place of learning, of liberty, and of enlarged thought
no mathematical demonstration does follow by a and with the association of dutr a spirit of cheer- and intelligence.
Christianity can be assailed? When will the pro i clearer evidence, that this consequence from such
fessed disciples of Christ learn to obey the injunc , premises is undeniable.—Fleming.
tion of their divine master, “ If thy brother tress
For the Gambier Observer.
pass against thee, go and tell him his fault be
Mk. Editor,__ The following lines were written in Newtween thee and him alone;” and cease to join with
the wicked in “perverting the right ways ol the England in the autumn of 1831, for the purpose they purport
Lord” and “crucifying Jesus Christ afresh/ — to have been. If they are worth any thing they are at your
May God save them from feeling eternally the disposal.
AN EVENING PRAYER.
weight of the fearful truth, uttered by the wise
“My Father and my Father's house."
man, “The companion of fools shall be destroyed.”
Great God! when autumn’s evening decks the western sky
—New- York Evangelist.
In all that rich and glorious beauty which it wears
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The consequence is. that this is an age of unu the human mind, and for the universal diffusion of Bishop Chase is “Episcopus vacans”—a bishop
sual enterprise, and rapid and vast changes in the Christianity.
without a diocese. If the objection be made that
aspect of human things. The records of the world
It is easy to see, that Christians of this age act our canons, until the one just past, recognize none
do not contain more mighty revolutions, or more on a wider field than it was given their fathers to such, and therefore he is not a canonical bis'top,
rapid advance than have characterized the time do; and that far higher demands will be made on I answer that canons are made to meet actual ca
since our aged men began to live.
their time and their wealth than the veterans now ses, therefore such a canon existed not till called
All this is preeminently true of this land. At in the warfare have given to the church. They for, but still it presupposes principles; and as the
no period of the world have the human powers are to be told, then, that the attainments of their canon itself cannot have an “ex post facto” ope
grasped so many things, or grasped them so firm fathers are not the standard by which to measure ration, the case upon which it has arisen is to be
ly, as in the United States. Never was so wide a their piety. They are not to measure themselves decided upon those principles, i. e., upon the ge
field laid open for improvement, or tenanted by a by themselves, or to be satisfied that they are no neral principles and practice of the Catholic and
race of men imbued with so daring a spirit of ad more than others. It is often matter of marvel, Apostolic Church, of which our own is but a mem
venture. Action is the watchword of the age, that aged Christians give so little, and that little ber.
and will be for centuries, among the millions that so slowly, to purposes of benevolence. And it is
Now here principles and authority seem to me
shall people the new world. This thing is clear, amazing, that there is in the church such a vast
clear. A bishop may stand before the Church in
and can no longer be regarded as an experiment, amount of influence and of wealth that is so per
three distinct conditions. 1. As possessed of ca
that we are to become the most numerous people fectly unoccupied for any purpose affecting the
ever governed by the same laws; and that the lan welfare of man; and that men too whose lives nonical jurisdiction, which, although it may be
said to be his only true and rightful condition, is
guage which we speak is to be the language of show that they are truly the friends of God and
more individuals than have ever conveyed their of humanity, cleave still with such an earthly fond unqestionably not his only possible one.
II. As deposed, and thus forbidden by the laws
thoughts in the same tongue. The march of im ness to the possessions that are so soon to perish.
of the Church to exercise any function of his of
provement in this land cannot be stayed till moun But it is to be remembered, that their notions of fice.
tains shall.be levelled, and valleys exalted; till doing
___ , good were graduated in a different age from
III. As vacant, by which is meant, in the ca
distant lakes, and rivers, and seas shall meet and ours.
----- When they were
enrolled------among
Christians,
.
o-------mingle their waters; and till towns and cities shall the design of sending the gospel to pagan nations, nonical sense, one who has not obtained or one
stud the length and breadth of our vast territory. was scarcely seriously conceived. In that* age, who has lost possession of a diocese, by any other
Nor will the increase of population be stayed, till prevailing notions of charity were far more stinted means than a sentence of deposition.
Under the last of these it is obvious the case of
the feet of Americans shall tread the shores of the than in ours. Their religion was sloped, as ours
Bishop Chase falls. Now, the practical question
Pacific, and till from sea to sea our land shall be will be, by its commencement, by the prevailing
is, What are the powers of Bishop Chase as a va
filled with a teeming people, with the monuments notions of the age in which they were converted
cant bishop? or in canonical language, Has he
of art, and the hum of business. Whether we to God. But our lot is cast at a different period mission
?
shall be as wise, as great, as virtuous, as powerful, of the world. It cannot now be urged that there
At
his
consecration he unquestionably received
is the great question to be proved, and probably is no opportunity for doing good, it it is wished.
it. What has taken it away? What has limited
to be proved in this age.
There is scarcely a tribe of men that may not be it? In its gift it was limited only by the law of
Now from all this enterprise of the world, and directly reached by our benefactions; anil we may
God and the Canons of the Church. Has it any
especially of our land, there results a state of even designate an individual in the bosom of the
things of great importance to those who are en American wilderness, or on the other side of the other limit now ? Certainly not. The only change
has been that then he had specific jurisdiction,
tering on the Christian life.
globe, to whom our charity may impart the bene which now he has lost, to all beyond the Uiocese
There is an immense effort made for the melio fit of a Christian education, the knowledge of the
ration of the condition of men. The Christian healing art; or a wide influence in science or mor of Ohio. Bishop Chase is now as lie was then, a
Christian bishop, whose acts are good, if duly re
world has partaken of the enterprise of the age, als over his countrymen. Such opportunities of
or has, rather, done much to rouse that spirit and doing good are not to be lost. Young converts cognised by those who have canonical jurisdiction
to direct it. The vast design has been conceived, of this age must feel that they are called on to in the place where they are exercised.
To this agree the early canons and councils of
over which the Christian world has slept tor ages, meet this state of things. Soon the hearts that
of bringing every continent and island under the first felt for pagan woes will sleep with Pearce, the Christian Church. A vacant bishop may have
saving influence of religious truth. Accordingly, , and Ward, and Schwartz, and Martyn, and Brain the chair, title, and exercise of the Episcopal of
the world has been explored; hidden abomina erd, and Worcester, and Evarts, and Cornelius; fice, with the knowledge and consent of the bish
i
i
.---- ’ ----uu
op in whose
ivuuse uiocese
diocese ne
he lives. rt'nm
(Canon Apostol.
tions have been brought to light; objects of suf
i?*™- Co“.“ZCanon fviii.)
fering have been laboriously sought out; and the devolve the whole task of making an impression
. ----- ---- / IIe may
vast effort has been commenced of liberating the on the mass of impurity and abomination that now teach, preach and ordain with the same consent.
captive, of enlightening the ignorant, and of bring rests on the surface of three fourths of the world. C Concil. Antioch. Canon xviii.) and of his right to
ing the world to the knowledge of Christ Jesus. Never was there an age that demanded so much consecrate, there can be no doubt, since—not to
This enterprise is but just commenced. An en self-denial, so much sacrifice, so solemn a purpose speak of the disputed character of Bishop Protrance has been made, indeed, into the regions of to devote all to God, as this does. To young Chris voost in our own Church—our whole Episcopate
impurity; and devoted men, leaving their coun tians then we say, you meet the spirit of this age hangs upon it, through the English line of suc
tries and their homes, have gone to labor in the only when you enter into its vast plans, fully, and cession, as derived from Bishop Parker, who was
vast field, and to attempt to restore man to free with the spirit of martyrs; when you devote to consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury on the ac
cession of Elizabeth. His consecrators, Barlow,
dom, to intelligence, and purity.
the service of God your influence, your talents,
This enterprise is to be sustained; the burden your genius, and when you lay them all on the al- Scory, Coverdale and Hodgkins, were all “bish
Barlow nan
had resigned his see of Bath
___ _ ops vacant.
ravaub. ” uauuiv
of sustaining it is to rest on the Christians of this tar, and stand near them, and ____________
lift the eye to the ! and Wells; Scory had been expelled by royal auand succeeding ages. Before the world shall be director of human spirits, and ask what he will | thority from the see of Chichester; Coverdale had
converted to Christ, a vast amount of treasure have you to do with all that you have and are.
been uncanonically ejected by the same tyranni
must be expended, many valuable lives must be
cal abuse of power, and Hodgkins had quitted his
lost, and many dangers and trials attend the effort.
VACANT BISHOPS.
through the pressure of those troublous times.
The men who are now in the field will ere long
Mr. Editor,—It is not with a view to awaken
But further, and which is probably more to the
faint, and be weary, and sink in the arms of death. a controversy, that is now happily settled, that I
From those who are the subjects of revivals in introduce into your columns the subject of a bish point, Bishop Chase has power to go among the
the land, from those who are trained in Sabbath- op’s separation from his diocese, nor yet to throw heathen or elsewhere beyond the limits of our or
schools, from our young men and children, the light, (even if I were able,) on a subject which, ganized Dioceses, and there preach, baptize, or
ranks must be supplied; and from those who, by in the late discussion, appeared involved, from the dain and found churches, over which, if elected,
a profession of religion, dedicate their time, and novelty of the case, in much doubt. The resig he may preside, and be received into union with
talents, and wealth to the Lord that died for them, nation of a bishop for the future, is to us a ques our Church, if no express canonical objection ex
by their wealth and lives the design shall be car tion ruled. The Canon regulates the mode and ist to the same. Among the parallel instances
ried forward, till every pagan family shall have a the manner of it; but the light in which Bishop which the history of the Church furnishes, the
Bible, and every village embosom a sanctuary of Chase stands before us is still an open question, nearest perhaps is that of Amandus, the Bishop
God. The young Christians that shall be raised and no doubt the Church will soon be called upon of Utrecht, in the seventh century, who resigned
up in this age shall give a stamp to this effort, and, to decide, either individually or officially, what his see in order that he might preach to the Gen
under God, determine the question whether be are the limits of his Episcopal powers, and under tiles, and the conversion of/the low countries was
nevolent attempts shall be sustained, and the world what sanction his acts and ordinations are to be the result of his uncanonical as some may term
be converted to God, or whether all shall be lost, received. It is with a view to the settlement of them, but certainly Christian labors. Indeed at
and the lights kindled up in dark places of the this while it is still a supposed case, and therefore that time, the ordination of bishops szne titulo was
earth be extinguished. We have no fears that before names and party feelings can be brought no uncommon thing, in order that they might he
the effort shall not be sustained; but we may say, to bear upon it, that I trouble you with this com free to obey that primitive call, upon which their
that if the present effort to evangelize the world munication, to bring out those whose judgment divine mission in all ages rests, and of which all
should be a failure, and all that has been gained has most weight. In the meantime I give you my subsequent ones are but limitations on the ground
of human expediency; viz:—“make disciples of
should be relinquished, the hopes of the world own.
all nations—preach the Gospel to every crea
would to all human appearance, for ever die, and
In what light is Bishop Chase to be regarded?
the race sink t» unpitied woes. It is improbable Is he a canonical Bishop? Are his acts and ordi ture.”—The Churchman.
that human things would be for centuries thrown nations valid ? These are questions that must (if
It is the jaundiced heart that sees the jaundice
into a state so favorable for the emancipation of he lives) soon be discussed and settled. I answer,
in the world: it is the heart at enmity with itself
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to the on',, r of Deacons. The next day he proceeded on his ; thereby to be secured to the Society, thel^??7?^5?
that looks upon the world as its enemy. Only way to Cincinnati, passing through Circleville, Chillicothe i teu announce their intention of entering on the’IVt ,
let the voice of duty be listened to, let her call and Portsmouth.—Much good we trust, has, through God’s them
* n with as little delay as possible.
be obeyed, let her task work be perlormed dili
The Paper will be entitled the “Missionary Recordoftbe
'
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of the Pro!«taut
gently and patiently; and the world will seem to grace, been effected.
Episcopal Church, in the United States of America," W3
smile on us and to welcome us a friend; we can
will be edited by the Secretary of the Society.
hardly fail of loving those, towards whom we are
It will contain 1G octavo pages,
comprehending
a regular
.
k ----------------- &
conscious of having done our duty.—Guesses at
istorv (if
Rjwiolu’s proceedings, extracts
•- frdtn the corres.
of flu*
the Society
Clerical Changes.—The Rev. Samuel C. Brinckle, late history
irch, Radnor, has accepted the Rec- pondence and reports of its Missionaries and Associations, to.
Truth,
Rector of St. David’s Chur
gather with the most important and encouraging facts collect
torship of Grace Church, in this city
The degrees
of sinfulness
signili-j
t “
i -.i .iare of small
v
• r , '
1'he Rectorship of St. Paul’s Church, Westwliiteland, Ches-! ed from tlie nubliratione*nf
.
—

cation when compared with the exceeding sinful-| Ur t.(Ilinty, wbid‘ Wi, noti,?(1 in our ’last ;ls acoepted’by the of our ™ ffctTn England a^H*eS, Partlcul»«y

t.
«
s w iere.
It will have a cover, with an appropriate design, and will
embellished, occasionally, with prints of a suitable character.
It will be issued every month, and afforded to subscribers3t
Revival at Madison C. II., Virginia.—The information $1 per annum; to members of Associations connected with
which we recently’ published respecting the revival at this the Society, gratis.
Secretaries of Associations and others, ordering copies, are
place, was derived from private letters not intended for publi
l,E PROTESTANT.
cation. Our account it appears was imperfect. We are now requested to give their address distinctly, and to designate tin
We have received from Paris a religious and informed by a friend, who wriies to us from Madison C. II., mode by which they would have the paper forwarded.
literary journal, entitled Le Protestant, published that a deep interest in religion existed previous to the association
Applications addressed to the Rev. P. Van Pelt, Phiiadel.
every ten days. It professes to advocate the doc spoken of, and that the revival is to he attributed, under God, pliia, will receive prompt attention.
As it is expected that the first number will be published ia
trines and rights of the reformed churches, and as to tile labors of the Lutheran, Methodist, Baptist and Epis
ministers. Another friend, (who is, as well as the above, January next, it is desirable that those who intend to patronto talent is a creditable work. The protestant- copal
a member of the Episcopal Church,) writes to us, that the ize the Paper should send in their names, previous to that tint.
ism which is here defended is, however that of the whole number of hopeful conversions which took place during
The Editors of the “Churchman,” “Episcopal Watchman,”
Neological School; and we can scarcely join hands the revival, is stated to have been about sixty or seventy. A “Gambier Observer,” “Gospel Messenger,” ( Auburn,)“Gos----------,
.................
--•;
----*
--------;
,
'-7:
I
pel
Charleston,)
and other
religious
periodicalsiu
with the writer, who in defending the inspiration Portion of these, as stated in our accoun , lave jo
s
.Messenger,
o))jj^e tbe” y(oc
jcty by giving
the above
an insertion
inunion
of
our
Church;
the
remainder
have
attached
them,
;
.
of the Scriptures, avows the principle of Astruc
elves to other denominations. The association, though not their colurans.and others, “that Genesis is a collection of an the means of commencing the revival, “had an obvious tencient documents of the patriarchal age, put to ncy to deepen tbe solemnity of the occasion, and produce
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
gether by Moses.” As might he expected, the some new convictions, which effect is now being developed.” The Reiiyious Souvenir, a Christmas, New Year’s anti Birth
day present for 1833. Edited by G. T. Bedell, D. D,
Editor of le Protestant is by no means disposed to Our correspondent adits: “ A pleasing circumstance connected
Rector of St. Amlrew’s Church, Philadelphia__ Philadelphia,
favor the new theological school at Geneva, and i.h the association is, that it dispelled a great deal of that
prejudice which exists in the minds of those who are un
Key, Mielke and Biddle.
argues at considerable length against the institu informed about, and unaccustomed to, the services of the
This beautiful Annual has just made its appearance, and
tion, and the Evangelical Society under whose aus Church.”—Epis. Rec.
having only glanced over its pages, we can do no more at prepices it has arisen. Several American religious pa
sent than announce the fact. The typography, embellish,
From the Episcopal Recorder.
pers are mentio led in terms of respect: the “ New
ments and general appearance of the work, render it fully equil
W
ants
or
the
C
hurch
in
F
lorida
—
During
the
present
in these respects to any of the kind published in our country,
York Observer” and “Evangelist,” “The Phila
the Missionary station at Tallahassee will become while its subjects are far more suitable for the contemplation
delphian,” and “ The Presbyterian.” “Theiv im month,(Dee.)
vacant by the removal of the Rev. Mr. Bragg to the Diocese of Christians than the light reading with which most of them
mense sheets,” it is said, “of which each number of Georgia. The Episcopalians of that town are exceedingly are filled.
would form a volume, open to us a vast and rich anxious to have his place supplied by a clergyman of equal
The following extract from tho preface will show the Edit
fund from which we may sometimes draw”—“It piety and zeal. Could their wish, in this respect, be gratified, or’s motive in undertaking this publication, and the object:
is always interesting to observe how well the true the vestry of St. John’s Church will pledge themselves to raise, which he designs to promote. “It has been the aim of tbc‘
$500 per annum.
Editor to accomplish two purposes; to make the work noirl
principle of religious liberty, in the complete sep as aA salary,
Missionary is also greatly needed to undertake the charge
the public, first, of decidedly religious utility, and se.
aration between religion and government, are un of three, other parishes. One of them (the new Virginia set before
corn), of literary interest. His mind does not hesitate a incderstood in America?” The efforts of our coun tlement) is about 10 miles northeast from 'fallalia see; ano merit in believing, that, by the blessing of God, he has been
trymen in behalf of Temperance are noticed with ther (old Virginia) 15 miles southeast from Talla assee ; and enabled to accomplish the first, and he hopes, on a diligent pe-'
the third, at the town of Quincy, 25 miles west from Talla rusal, his readers will not be disappointed in the second. II
high approbation.—Presbyterian.'
hassee. Any clergyman possessing suitable qualifications for is not unwilling to hazard his reputation as a Christian anii
his office, who is disposed to engage in this interesting field, minister of the Gospel on tbe truth of the declaration, rtt
will, we are assured, meet with friends who will give him a not one line or word will he found in the volume which migl:
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
cordial reception, and treat hint with hospitality and kindness. cause a Christian to fear its being put into the hands of anj
These congregations will contribute $250 per annum, towards to whom he might desire to present it, and lie also trusts, dial,
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the support of a minister. Should the services of two cler in the contributions with which he has been favored, there mil’
gymen
lie secured for middle Florida, the Executive Commit be found sufficient evidence of so high an order of talent, .e to
Kenyon College Temperance Society__ This Society
tee of the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society have re secure the work the favor of an enlightened public."—Episheld a meeting on the 17th, which evinced that the zeal of the
solved to appropriate the stipend heretofore allowed to the copal Recorder.
members has nothing abated, but that this good cause still lives Missionary at Tallahassee towards the maintenance of the in
in their hearts and actuates their conduct. A proposition was dividual who may labor at the other places.
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society.—Last Sun
Should one clergyman only be obtained, his ministrations day, in the afternoon, a discourse was delivered by the Rev.
brought forward, at.d supported by a long and animated speech
will
he
divided
between
the
four
congregations
above
mention

Hugh
Smith, in Christ Church, Hartford, Ct., iii behalfoi
from Prof. Denison, to raise $50 for the maintenance of an
ed.
P. VAN PELT, Jr.
the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of our Cliurcl
Agent to travel this State in the cause of Temperance, pro
See. D. §• F. M. S.
The contribution by the congregation amounted to about $50
vided the State Society, whose anniversary is held in Colum
In the evening the auxiliary society held its annual meeting
bus this day, will hear the remainder of the expense. The
Missionary Paper of the “Domestic and Foreign Mis when it was resolved that the sum of $250 which it had piti
proposition was carried unanimously, and the whole sum, with sionary Society.”—At the meeting of the Board of Direct ed itself to contribute, annually, for five years, to the para:
the exception of a few dollars, raised on the spot. Two De ors of the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of the institution, should be collected, and transmitted before Christ
Protestant Episcopal Church, which was held in New-York, mas day. A lively interest was manifested in the subject of
legates also were appointed, Dr. Dyer and Mr. Sherlock during the session of the late General Convention, a Commit missionary efforts generally. Many members of the society
Bronson, to attend the anniversary in Columbus, and urge tee was appointed to consider by what means a more extensive enlarged their Subscriptions, and we have every reason to be
the plan upon the parent Society. It was also resolved that union of effort in behalf of the Society could be effected. Af lieve that the congregation will continue to be distinguished I
if the State Society should do nothing, still the Kenyon Col ter mature deliberation upon the subject, the Committee re in future, as it has been heretofore, by its enlightened zeal ia.
ported, that they believed it to be indispensably necessary to Christian beneficence.—Episcopal Watchman.
lege Auxiliary, will itself expend the monies raised, either in the effective operations of the Society, that some system of
the circulation of temperance newspapers and tracts, or the measures should he adopted by which correct information re
In a notice of a late official visitation of the Bishop of Xc
employment of on agent to visit a part of the State.—This lative to Missionary movements should be brought before the va Scotia, it is mentioned among his services that he “renew
friends of the Institution at regtdar and short intervals. The ed his personal acquaintance with the Sunday-school teaches
meeting was also the occasion of several additions to the num
Board concurring in this opinion, a resolution was adopted, who had become known to him at previous visitations, callini
ber of the Society’s members. The Society adjourned to recommending to the Executive Committee the publication of upon them individually and encouraging them in their gw
meet and hold a celebration on the 26th February, 1833.
a Missionary Paper, on the principle of subscription, and the work, and meeting them, at evenings, at the houses of their
putting forth of every effort to promote its extensive circu pastors; attended the regular meetings and anniversary cehlation.
brations at the Sunday and charity schools in various places
Bishop McIlvaine’s Visit.—We call our Didtesan’s pre
Among the Executive Committee there is but one senti addressing teachers and children in the most impressive anil
sent appearance in the State a visit, rather than a visitation, ment with regard to the expediency of this measure. Past I affectionate manner ; and giving a general impulse to the mF
inasmuch as his primary object at this time is not the discharge experience has convinced them that not only is the prosperity ' and religious feeling of the Christian community of the islj
of the Society dependent upon the proper performance of the and.—S. S. Jour.
of Episcopal duties, hut only to prepare for them, on his re
duty devolved upon the Committtee by the Board, but, in a
turn next spring. He arrived here on Wednesday the 28th o' very considerable degree, its existence also.
The New-York Christian Intelligencer mentions, tbs!
November, and tarried five days. In that interval he held
Such is human nature in its best estate, that Christians them Rabbi has arrived in that city from Jerusalem, to solicit a
selves
require
incentives
to
duty.
Not
even
these,
generally,
for the Jews, who are suffering under poverty and oppresi®
four meetings for religious purposes. On Sunday the 2d of
contribute according to their ability to the support of those In
this month, he admitted the Rev. C. W. Fitch to the order of stitutions whose end is the advancement of the Redeemer’s Four clergymen have consented to act as agents in reeeivifc
donations for this object The following is a translation fw
Priests. On the evening of the same day he went to Mount kingdom. Before they can be excited to such benevolence, the Hebrew original of the credentials of the Rabbi:—
Vernon and preached to a large and attentive congregation.— their understanding must be enlightened with respect to the
From the City of the Great King, peace and blessingOn the fourth he proceeded to Berkshire, where also he preach moral wants of the world; their hearts affected with a view of the great and good gentleman who is disposed to be benerol#
its spiritual miseries; and their judgment satisfied in reference to all, friends and foes. Mordecai Noah, we have written t
ed to a good congregation though the evening was very unfa
to the successful result of the plans which have been put into you from the Holy Land, and from the city of Jerusalem
vorable. The next evening was spent in Delaware with simi operation for the relief of these evils. And, for tbe accom We pray always close by the west wall of the temple, snd^
lar services; the succeeding evening in Worthington, and the plishment of this object, what better means could be devised all the holy places, for all the nations of the earth whorenext again in Columbus in like manner. On Sunday the than that which the Board, in its wisdom, has resolved to em member os in our low estate. The voice of 2ion speakploy ?
weeping and lamenting, for the wretched state of her children
ninth lie preached again in Columbus twice, and in the fore
Sensible, therefore, of the importance of the undertaking For their faces are black with hunger : all the people of^jf
noon admitted Mr. Alvah Guion, a candidate of this Diocese, preposed to them by the Board, and of the benefits which are nations here are very poor; and unable to give us relief-

Rev. C. II. Jacobs, was resigned by the Rev. Mr. Morgan,

liess of sin, of turning aside from righteousness,
defacing the divine image in man, and to use a late Rector, in October last.—Epit. Rec.
word of Cudworih’s, ungodding the soul.—ib.
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learned men and llabbies, widows and orphan children that (Join in a Convention with the six states of Virginia, North“Of a thousand men sdnt by the Governor of Canton to
were supported by Russia, Poland, and Germany, are cutofi’l Carolina, South-Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi and Tenues- act against the rebels, the commanding officer has sent back
from their former supplies: and receive no compensation from see. If the state decides to originate the Convention, the twohundred, rendered totally unfit for active service by the
those nations. We are so poor, and in such distress, that we other slates to be invited to acquiesce in the plan, and signify habit ofopium-smoking.”—6’. &Ju'.c,mil.
can not represent our situation in writing-.—We are hungry, the same to the Governor of Georgia—the Convention not to
thirsty, and naked. Our children ask for bread and we have meet unless Jive at least of the invited States assent. The
Mr. Skillman, of Lexington, Kentucky, proposes to pubnone "to give them. And in addition to this, the Turks have Delegates to such Southern Convention to be equal to the lish in that city, a periodical work, under the title of “ Misvote .of , the „State, and
laid us under a contribution of fifty thousand dollars, which if electoral
„„
. to, be. clicsen ,,by general ticket.
... sissippi Valley Quarterly Magazine, and Literary and Theo”
not paid, will be the ruin of all the Jews here. Dear Sir, wc Ihe object of the Convention thus assembled is to decide
of proceeding
proceeding in reference to the Tariff, to be
“
did not know how to help ourselves: and we heard of your upon a course ot
great and benevolent feelings, and have sent on the Rabbi recommended to the several States. Their proceedings are
Enoch Zindal, of Jerusalem, son of the great Rabbi Ilersh, first rcferible back for consideration to a State Convention, and
IMPORTANT AND LATER FROM EURO'E.
one of the most learned men in the world. He will fully ex if approved by them, are to be finally submitted to the people
Capt. Farren, of the brig Montevideo, arrived this morning
plain to you our afflictions. We therefore pray you to help for ratification.
from Cadiz, which place he left on the 23d of October, informs
This scheme is said to find favor with the Legislature A i ug tha(. a gpanish bri fi.om y- an.;ved
day eyious ,
him by any way and means in your power, by obtaining do
to
nations, and forming societies among all denominations. And circular has been issued by-the Delegates who seceded from hissailing( whose Captain reported that Don Miguel’sde"ct
we will pray for you in all the holy places and from the sepul the Convention with Mr. Forsyth, in which its proceedings | haJ been“chased into tbat porj b Admiral Sartorius,
ne toils
rp,
„___
- ...i that they should be
chres of the holy prophets; and we hope with all the scattered are denounced as designed “to bring Georgia into the
tons or j,
Tbe authorities at that placere
quired
tribes, and the Messiah at their head, to meet you soon in the South-Carolina,(>and deliver her people en masse to the demon dismantled and ]aid up or proeecd to sea ai)1 iimne<Jiately ;
Holy City, the desire of all nations.
of nullification.
I he circular declares that “tne Lnio.i is j
cbose the latter alternative, when an engagement ensued,
(Signed) Rabbia Tobias Solloman, the High Priest of in danger, and that the “energy of every friend to the Lmon in wbich aU Dou Miguefs flect were captured> and were seen
is demanded to counteract and defeat the impending evil.”— standing for Oporto.
Jerusalem.
Baltimore American.
Nathan Mineles, 2d High Priest.
As the capture of Miguel’s fleet would be an event which
Nathan Saddius, 3d High Priest.
will exercise a most important influence on the destiny of the
Harman Cohen, High Priest of Japheth.
We give an extra#, says the Political Arena, from the mes- ' competitors for the crown of Portugal, it may be worth while
Israel Summerville, 2d Higli Priest.
sage of Governor Hamilton, to the Legislature of South-to devote a few moments to consider the degree of credit that
Zalman Cohen, 3d High Priest.
Carolina, which met on the 26th ult. Following the extract i the account communicated by the Spanisli brig to Capt. Farthere are recommendations of specific means ot defence, in- I ren, merits.
eluding the raising of a Corps of 2000 Volunteers for the pro -; Of the arrival of the two fleets at and off Vigo, there can
teefion of Charleston, and of a like Corps of 10,000 for the he no doubt; the French papers received two days since, and
State at large—the procuring of arms, munitions, &c. The the intelligence communicated by Captain Farren, perfectly
THE SOUTH.
The Legislatures of Virginia, North-Carolina, South-Ca Governor’s voice, like that of Sempronius, “is still forvwar.” agree on this point. Rut that the authorities at Vigo comIIc is essentially martial and pugnacious—Nothing would give ) polled the Miguelite fleet to leave that port with their enemy
rolina, Georgia and Alabama, are all in session. That of
Virginia met, we believe, on yesterday, the first Monday in him more pleasure than to be at the head of his “Legionary . i**1 view, or submit to the alternative of being dismantled, we
December. It is expected that their earliest attention will be Biigadc,” as he proposes to call the 2000 heroes to be raised Jo not believe. A strict neutrality would not require such a
for the protection of Charleston. What is the Union, or whatj line of conduct from the Spanish Government. How imgiven to the proceedings in South Carolina, and to a declara
tion of tlie course to be pursued by Virginia, in the contro the welfare of Carolina, when put in competition with Genera!| probable, therefore, is it that they would adopt it, favorably
inclined as they undoubtedly are to the cause of Miguel, both
versy. Resolutions have been introduced into the Legislature Hamilton’s passion for a .“long sword, saddle, bridle” and all
from inclination and interest? It may be true that the fleet
of North -Carolina, on this subject. The preamble recites the the dazzling parapharnalia of a Field Officer. No man of
of Miguel has been captured; but it is assuredly not true that
necessity of an expression of opinion by the legislature, that genius, in a company of strolling players, ever enacted more
any act of the Spanish authorities at Vigo, has thrown it into
“silence may not be construed into a virtual acquiescence in parts than this gentleman. As Governor,, lie foments the dis
the hands of his enemies.
the powers claimed by the General Government, nor yet as contents of the State—as President of the Convention, he
'['lie Ajax from Liverpool arrived yesterday morning, bring
being indifferent to the consequences which necessarily flow signs the ordinance of nullification—and then, again in his
ing London dates of the 21st October. We have received
from the enforcement of Nullification.” The resolutions pro character of Governor, he recommends enactments of a penal
“the United Kingdom,” a Sunday newspaper of that date;
ceed to declare, that while they deprecate the doctrine of Nul nature, which, in a few days, as General of Militia, he will be
those already in our'possession were to the evening of the
lification as being “ wild and visionary in theory, and danger ready to carry into execution at the point of the bayonet.
previous day, Saturday. This arrival, therefore, brings us
ous and violent in practice,” they also considered a Tariff of
nothing further. We extract only the editorial remarks on
China__ We have before us the first number (for May last)
duties looking to protection, as “an unwarrantable assumption
the King of Holland’s speech to bis States General, which
of power.” The concluding resolutions recognize the tariff of of a monthly magazine, undertaken in the city of Canton, en
will go with our readers for what they are worth. In the col
1832 as a modification of the system, “both in gross and in titled The Chinese Repository, which promises to be a valuable
umns of the same Journal, we also find it stated that two en
detail,” and express a reliance on the wisdom and integrity of source of information, and the instrument of effecting much
gagements had taken place at Oporto, subsequent to the 29th
the constituted authorities of the general government,” and on good amongst the English population at Canton. We are
September. This cannot be true, as the Water Witch, which
their “patriotism and love of the Union” for redress.
informed, that one of the principal contributors is the wellconveyed to England the account of the engagement on the
A public meeting at Whiteville, Columbus county, (N. C.) known Prussian missionary Gutzlaff. In the introduction
29th, did not leave Oporto till the 7th October. She would,
resolved, with hut one dissenting voice, that while they are , with which this number is prefaced, the editors allude to the
willing to unite with South-Carolina, in the endeavor to universal embargo that is laid upon ail intercourse—even by therefore, have also brought intelligence of these two subse
“abolish the protecting system by every mode consistent with j the vehicle of thought—between China and Christendom— quent actions, had they actually occurred. Neither can it be
the integrity of the Union,” yet in her present attitude of nos- j “ Thirty years ago, there was not living more than one indivi- correct, as stated under date of Bordeaux, 14th October, that
tilitv to the Federal Government, they must withhold from ) dual capable of translating from Chinese into English, and advices had readied there of a further retreat of Miguel’s for
her their “co-operation and their sympathies.”
j there was not one of the sons of the “Son of Heaven” who ces. We have accounts from that place of a later day, which
make no mention of such an event.
The South-Carolina Convention adjourned finally on Sa- could read, write, or speak, correctly, the English language.
turday the 24th, after adopting an Address to the people of the
A vast domain, stretching from east to west more than 3000
London, October 21st.
State, and another to the people (not of the United States, miles, and from north to south 2000 and upwards, constitutes
The speech delivered by the King of Holland on opening
*hey are not so recognized in the title,) of Massachusetts, Vir the 1 middle kingdom,' and, with the exception of the Russian the Assembly of the States General, is not of that milk-andginia, New-York, &c.
establishment at Pekin, consisting of only ten persons, and a water quality that royal speeches generally are. It breathes
1 he Nullification “ Ordinance" was passed by a vote of 136 | very narrow place at Canton aud Macao, ‘foreigners can by war and defiance. His Majesty complains of injuries, insults,
to 27—eight absentees. I he following are the names of those j no means be permitted to enter and reside in it.’
and perfidy! He says he has made concessions fob the sake of
who voted in the negative.—Messrs. Brockman, Burgess, | One of the objects of this periodical is to review foreign peace to the extreme limits of condescension, rtnd as far as the
(.rook, Cureton, Chesnut, ( annon, R. Ervin, Evans, Gregg, books on China, to correct the existing accounts, and furnish honor and the interests of the Dutch nation would permit;
Judge Huger, A. Huger, Levy, Lowry, Ex-Governor Man such information as can lie authenticated. This will include but instead of these concessions leading to an adjustment of
ning, Ex-Governor Middleton, Judge O’Neal, Philips, Per the civil and natural history, commerce, social habits, moral, the dispute, they have only been followed by more unreasona
ry, Richardson, Judge Richardson, Rowland, Shannon, Whit religious, and literary character of this anomalous people.
ble demands. These demands, lie says, cannot be acceded to.
ten, Williams, 27.
A review is commenced of a IVIahommedan hook of travels He, therefore, rejects them, and points to his guns! lie tells
The only alteration in the Ordinance, as reported, was tiie in India and China, in the 8th century, from a comparison of the conference that he is prepared for war—that he i.s armed
insertion of a clause exempting the members of the legislature which with the present state of the Chinese, the reviewer con on the whole of bis frontier—that his naval and military forces
from the obligation to take the oath to support the Ordinance, cludes that there have been but slight changes in the national are in the most efficient state—that his militia are in the field
and the substitution in the preamble of the word “nullify,” character within the past ten centuries; a fact which, as he —that his volunteers are ready to march—that his subjects are
in place of the phrase “to arrest the operation of.”
observes, opens a wide pnd interesting field for the specula indignant at the wrongs he lias suffered, and are ready to make
The Union party declined to take any part in the proceed tions of philosophy and political economy.
any sacrifice rather than tamely yield to the conditions of the
ings except by silent votes, and refused to sign the Ordinance.
The next article is the beginning of a “Journal of a Resi London diplomatists.
They adopted a protest, which lias not yet reached us. We dence in Siam, and of a Voyage along the Coast of China to
This speech, therefore, has all the importance of a formal
observe further that the Union Convention is to be immedi Mantchou Tartary, by the Rev. Charles Gutzlaff.” This pro declaration of war. It puts an end to the protocols at once.
ately called together.
mises to be a very entertaining and instructive narrative.— The Conference are told to do their worst. In short, it puts
Before adjournment, the Convention recommended the 31st The testimony of Mr. Ward, who did not find one moral an end to all further negotiations; and now that England and
day of January next—the day previous to that on which their Hindoo on the continent, is extended to the Siamese by the France have held out menaces, they must either carry these
ordinance is to go into operation—as a day of “fasting, hu journalist, who declares that he did “not see among them one into effect, or retire from the task of Arbitrament covered with
miliation and prayer.”
obloquy and scorn. The people of Holland are determined
honest man.”
The Charleston Mercury—the nullifying organ in that
Under the bead of Religious Intelligence, information is to resist all attempts to coerce them, and the King Imasts of
quarter—which heretofore contended for the peaceful and con given of the progress of religion in Burmah, Siam, Malacca, receiving from “foreign powers repeated proof of their sym
stitutional character of Nullification, sums up the procecdin<rs Bombay, &c. Speaking of the accounts of the infant schools pathy.”
of the Convention thus compendiously: “There is but one at the Cape of Good Hope as given in the “South African
He receives no such proofs from either England or France,
question now left for the decision of the other States—repeal Christian Recorder,” the editors remark—
and therefore by foreign powers lie must mean Prussia, Aus
the Tariff, or repeal the Union.”
“In correct education, learning to do what and only what tria and Russia. We have no doubt this is the case. There
Resolutions have been introduced into the Legislature of is good—in training up the child in the way he should go— is secret support somewhere; positive promises upon which the
Georgia, counter to these proceedings, and hostile also to the we look on the system of infant schools to be, in point of effi King relies, and understood arrangements in which he places
proceedings of the late Milledgeville Convention. Those pro cacy. very nearly what the power of steam is in mechanics; confidence. Meanwhile, England and France are preparing
ceedings are characterized as having proceeded from a minority and the system is as simple and as pleasant as it is efficient; their fleets. The pilots on the Scheld are ready to remove the
of the people, and to lie of “a most objectionable character,” and having reached and doubled the Cape, we hope it will come buoys and General Cliasse is sullenly sitting by his guns.
and the people arc advised to withhold their countenance from to China. Here very few girls receive any education; and This combined fleet is destined for that river, and at its first
them, inasmuch as the ratification the Convention have called the education of boys is seldom commenced till the age of appearance there will be the signal of a general war. It will
for, is “according to a form contrived by themselves, through seven, eight, or ten years. W’bo would not admire to see an be no trifling affair, as some of the gentlemen of the Stock
the agency of persons appointed by themselves, while they re infant school established among the sons of Ham, the disciples I Exchange seem to imagine. To blockade Holland is a farce;
main themselves the final judges of the ratification proposed. of Confucius?”
this would only injure tlie blockading powers, cost England
This plan is denounced as opening a door for the “grossest
Some passages are translated from the diary of a Chinese some of her best ships, interrupt the trade, and seriously affect
imposition” and exposing the State to all “the horrors of an Christian engaged in superintending the mission press, de the manufactures of this country. No naval armament can
archy and discord.” To remedy this, and unite the South, a tailing the conversations of other natives with him on the sub drive Chasse from the citadel of Antwerp; and the moment a
plan of a general Southern Convention is proposed after this ject of his employment.
French military force enters Belgium, the Prussians, Vo the
mode: I he question to be first submitted to the people of
The miscellany closes with an abstract of occurrences. The number of one hundred thousand men, will do the same.—iV.
Georgia, at an election in January next, whether they will following is one of them:—,
Y. Courier aruf Enquirer.
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Here bis vbice failed him; and his sobs prevented him from mers. It is already visible in superior telescopes, and may b,
continuing. “At your age,” I replied, “and in this hot expected shortly to be seen in its approach to the sun, if ni
weather, and with a bad leg, I cannot suffer you to continue by the naked eye, at least with instruments of moderate pwer
so long a journey on foot; you will inflame your wound, and Its place on Wednesday before sunrise was about a degree and
’Frtnn the Banner of the Church.
render it incurable. Follow me; Providence here offers you a half to the south west of the star Theta, in the eonstellatioa
THE MEETING OF THE TRIBES.
an assylum, where you will find rest, assistance, and perhaps a Auriga; and its actual course is directed nearly towards tkt
“—for thither the tribes go up —.”
cure.’5 The old man said nothing, -but untying Ins dog, fol star of the same name in the constellation of Gemini: but hi
lowed me to the infirmary. Fortunately tlie surgeon happen motion is rapid, and it will speedily assume a more souther,
The tribes have gone up, not in battle array,
ed to be in the bouse, and on mentioning the poor man s situa direction. The re-appearance of this comet, the second ci
But to keep on God’s mountain their festival day.—
tion, be immediately looked at the wound, which was highly short period with which we are acquainted, has been looi«
The tribes have gone up with their banners displayed
inflamed with the heat of the weather, and the fatigue of the for with anxious interest by astronomers, as likely to elucidate
I n peace o’er the thousands who meet in their shade.
journey__ “It is fortunate,” said the surgeon, “that he did some of the most curious points in the constitution of oursrs.
From the East, from the West, from the South, from the North, not continue his journey a few hours later, as he must have tern; and among the wonderful verifications of astronomical
From Dan to Beersheba, their powers have come forth,
lost his leg, but 1 can now cure it.”—“He will then get theories which observation is constantly affording. It ishartflr
From the wide spreading valleys their ancients are seen,
well?” said I__ “ Yes,” replied the surgeon; “ I will answer possible to imagine any thing more striking than the re-appea/
And the dwellers on Lebanon’s mountains so green.
ance, after a lapse of nearly seven years, of such an all but
for the cure, provided lie will continue perfectly quiet.”
As he was going up stairs, followed by bis faithful terrier, imperceptible cloud or whisp of vapour, true, however, to its
Anil Judah, thy lordliest Lion is there,
the porter laid hold of Trim, and waspreparing to carry him predicted time and place, and obeying the very same lavs a;
Unharmed from the glorious depths of his lair,
out of the house.—“ Trim,” said the old man, “may not poor those which regulate the movements of the planets.
For the archers have fiercely shot at him in vain,
Trim follow me?”—“It is against the rules of the house,”
And he shakes off their darts like the dew from his mane.
returned the matron, “to admit any dogs into the wards.”
Canine Sagacity—A most wonderful instance of the sa
In gladness, the chosen of Levi pour out
“ Alas !” replied the old man, “ Trim will not be happy if lie gacity of a dog has occurred in tins town. A few weeks ago,
Anil the feeblest starts up at the summons devout,
is not with me, and 1 shall not be happy if lie is unhappy.”— the proprietor of the animal died of the disease which hai
Nor will one of the twelve in their borders abide,
a It is a pity to part good friends, exclaimed the surgeon , (I been so alarmingly prevalentand the consequence was, from
From the ship-covered coast to the Great River’s side.
am convinced that my patient will soon get well, if Trim and the suddenness of his death, and pressure of the trial, his wife
he are not parted. Then, turning to the matron, ci For once,
May the dew which, like Hermon’s, distils from above,
became affected with aberration of intellect, and it was the
lie said, “ let us break through the rules, of the house. If constant effort of her children and friends to endeavor to sooth
Sink deep in all hearts and inspire them with love,
Trim
behaves
well,
let
him
stay
by
liis
master
s
bed.
“
I
And the grace on the head of the aged Iligh-Priest
her mind and take care of her. Last night week, however,
will answer,” returned the old man, “for Irim s behaviour; about 8 o’clock, she gave them the slip, and an immediate
Flow down on the greatest and reach to the least.
he will lie by ine whole hours without stirring fiom his situa search ensued for fear something fatal should happen to her.
The spirit of peace to their counsels restore,
tion, and if he may be suffered to follow me, 1 am sure he will About eleven o’clock the attention of an individual was at
O God! and let Ephraim vex Judah no more,
be as quiet as a mouse.”
_
_
.
tracted towards the goit connected with Bennett’s dam, Shef
The spirit of might and of wisdom impart,
These words interested every one in favor of Trim; the field-Moor, by the mournful cries of a dog, which were an.
Nor let Reuben’s divisions cause searchings of heart!
porter instantly set him down, Irim bounded up stairs with swered as plaintively by the cries of another on the oppositi
great agility, and as if aware of what had passed, fawned up bank. On this, an individual or two repaired to the spot, an?
So the least of all seeds shall become a great tree,
on the surgeon, and then quietly followed his mastei.— Gent. there they found the faithful animal supporting the body of
And shall spread from the mountains its boughs to the sea,
Till all the wide land with its shelter is blest,
Misoel.
its mistress in the water, by holding her clothes at her breaa
From the dawning of day to the uttermost west.
above the water, and uttering the mournful cries named above
Mississippi Guards__ The traveller and historian, as far as The body of the female was immediately got out of the wate
New-York, October 31, 1832.
I am informed, have passed by unnoticed one of the most use and means used to restore life, which fortnnately proved sue
ful of the various tribes of insects, the Mississippi Guards.— cessful, and the female was restored to her anxious and afflict
MISCELLANY.
In Mississippi and the states in the same parallel, there are ed friends. It appeared the unfortunate woman had gone t
large tracts of country which abound with such numerous the side of the water, thrown herself in, and had been follow
TRIM AND UIS MASTKIl.
swarms of Hies, commonly known by the name of the horse ed by the dog—how providentially, we leave our readers to it
Being upon a visit to a friend near York, as I was one day
flies, that the herds of cattle would be compelled entirely to fer from the narrative we have given__ Sheffield Mercury.
walking on the bridge in company with some ladies, a grey
desert their pasturage grounds, were it not for the kind pro
haired old man came toward . us; he supported himself with a
tection they received from the Mississippi Guards; the Guards
How to Enlarge Fruits.—The size of fruits produced o,
stick; appeared so lame that lie could scarcely walk, and was
inhabit the dreariest and hottest sandknowls; they live on the trees, and suspended in the air, it has been proved by M. Si
followed by a little dog. On approaching us, he said, “Good
various species of flies which infest the flocks; they resemble Hilare, may be somewhat increased by supporting them. T’h
ladies, will you buy my dog?” The ladies answering that
they did not want a dog, he came up to me, and said in a more very much the yellow jacket, both in size and appearance; fruit experimented on was the pear. It is curious that th
pressing manner, and with a more supplicating tone of voice, there are, however, larger and smaller guards adapted to differ Lancashire gooseberry growers have long been doing nearly
“Sir, 1 beseech you buy my dog!” On my answering like ent kinds of flies on which they prey; the earth for some dis the same thing with their prize berries.
wise that I dill not want one, the old man remained a few tance around the sand hill of their barracks, is trodden firmly
Apple Trees.—A horticulturist in Bohemia has a beak
minutes lc iniug on his stick; and looking at me with an air by the cattle of the neighboring country, forming what the
of disappointment., seemed to reproach me for declining his re herdsmen call a stomp; hither cattle repair with wild and ful plantation of the best sort of Apple Trees, which ha'
headlong
fury,
whenever
they
are
beset,
beyond
further
en

neither sprung from seeds nor grafting. His plan is to tak
quest, and then uttering a deep sigh continued his journey.
As he walked on slowly, before he was out of sight, Louisa, durance, with large horse flies and other tribes of insects that shoots from the choicest sorts, insert them in a potatoe, an
infest
their
pasture
grounds
—
at
the
sound
of
their
approach,
plunge both into the ground, leaving but an inch or twoo
one of the young ladies, whispered me, “ Pray, Sir, go after
him, and buy his dog, for the poor man seems in distress.” 1 the Guards turn out of their subterraneous barracks, and pa the shoot above the surface. The potatoe nourishes the shout
accordingly called the old man back, and asked him what was rade over their sand hills, moving to and fro, resembling swarms whilst it pushes out roots, and the shoot gradually springs up
the price of the dog? “What you please,” he returned. of bees; as soon as the,infuriated herd of cattle arrive, they and becomes a beautiful tree, bearing the best ot fruit, with
“ Here is a croivn,” 1 replied; “if that will satisfy you, take arrange themselves around the sand hills, and become almost out requiring to be grafted__ Canada Itecord.
it, and leave me your dog.”—-“The dog is yours, said the as still as statues, though literally covered with flies, which are
old man, “and God bless you with it.”—“But,” said I, “he drawing blood from almost every pore; not a cow is even seen
Directions for Building Chimneys which will Niyn
will never follow me, how shall I prevent his escape?”__ to swing her tail at this moment, the guards sally forth on Require Sweeping.—Instead of plastering the inside of chim
the
flies,
which
cover
the
cattle;
each
guard
seizes
a
fly,
clips
“True,” replied the old man, “he must be tied, or he will
neys the usual way, take mortar made with one peck of salt:
follow me.” lie then untied his garter, called “ Trim,” took oil’ his wings in the first place, jerks out his proboscis, though each bushel of lime, adding as much sand and loam as will
buried
in
the
skins
of
the
beasts,
and
bears
off
’
the
fly,
a
strug

him up in his arms, and placed him upon the parapet of the
render it fit for work, and then Jay on a thick coat. If lb
bridge; while he was fastening the garter round his neck, 1 gling wingless prisoner, to the sand hills, and there scratches chim ney has no offset, for the soot to lodge on, it will confirm
perceived the hands of the old man trembling, which 1 impu a hole in the sand, drags in the prisoner, and by means of a perfectly free from soot, and never can take fire. Hie writs
peculiar shuffle of the hind feet, covers up the hole and be
ted to his old age; for his countenance did not change.
of this has tried the experiment, and after three years miHiiving fastened the knot, he inclined his head towards the descends, and in an instant the guard mountij up through the stant use of a chimney plastered as above directed, lie wi
dog, and fixing his mouth upon his body, remained for a few I sand in a different place, leaving the poor fly buried alive; in never obtain a pint of soot, though he several times employee
minutes in that posture motionless, and without uttering a a short time not a fly of any description can be seen, the cat a sweep to scrape it from top to bottom.— I ermont 11 nlcfciM*
single word. I approached him and said, “ Friend, what is tle under the vigilant protection of the guards, at length lie
the matter?”—“Nothing,” he answered, but what will soon down and chew their cud in peace,. A gentleman who had
THE OBSERVER.
be forgotten!” and I observed his cheek wet with tears. “ You a large stock of horses and cattle, has been so fortunate «s to
seem,” said 1, “to regret parting with your dog.”__ “Alas! it have bis pound selected by a company of guards for their abode.
is truly so; he is the only friend I have in the world; we have He is never tinder the necessity of having bis horses or cattle TERMS__ Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance,a«
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months
never bepn parted from each other. He was my guard on the driven up to the pound, they always come of their own accord,
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
road when I was asleep; and whenever lie saw me fatigued to rid themselves of the horse flies with which that whole vi
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, eicef
and suffering, the poor creature licked my face, ar.d seemed to cinity abounds.—N. I7. Protestant.
at the option of the publishers.
ease my pain with his caresses; he loves me so much, that it
is hut natural I should love him in return. But all this is
A Land Steamer__ The Liverpool correspondent of the Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued,ire «■
nothing to you he is now yours:” and he offered me the gar Courier and Enquirer gives an account of the arrival of a
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
ter which he had just fastened round his neck.
coach in Liverpool rattling along the pavements, without hors
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
“ You must have a very bad opinion of me,” said I, “if you es, and which, with a full load, on an ordinary road, can run
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
think that I am capable of depriving you of a faithful friend at the rate of 12 or 11 miles an hour. “Its general appear *** All communications relative to this paper,must be
and the only friend you have in the world.” He seemed af ance,” says the correspondent, “is like that of a huge stage
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
fected, and offered to return the crown; but I told him to keep coach; the machinery is underneath; the motive force is giv
LIST OF AGENTS.
the money and the dog too—Before 1 could prevent him, the en to the hind wheels only, which of course propel the fore
Rev JOHN L BRYAN........................ Boardman, Trumbull Co.OW'
old man threw 'himself upon his knees, and exclaimed, “Good wheels, and by turning these latter to the right or left, the
Col.
HUBBARD,
...................................
£sht3bul?:
r
"
Sir, I owe you my life; hunger had reduced me to the most coach is steered accordingly; the conductor sitting in front, Rev. Ai.VA SANFORD....................... Medina,
Medina Co.
„
extreme necessity.”
„
has command of these front wheels by a vertical rod acting Rev. WM PRESTON........................... Columbus,
„
These expressions urged my curiosity; and leading him with cogs in a quadram; he has at hand also a communicator GEORGE BEATTY,............................ Steubenville,
Rev. J. p. BAILSMAN........................ Chillicothe,
from one question to another, I collected the following ac to the steam valve, so that by injecting steam he can accelerate ARIUS .. ................................................ Marietta,
„
t,
count:—“Thanksto heaven,” he said, “I have lived fifty years er retard the rate of speed. At his side, too, is a lever ex JOSIAH BARBER ............................. Cleaveland,
SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN,....... Windsor,
„
by the labor of my hands, and yesterday, for the first time in tending to the hind wheels, to which is affixed ‘a break,’ so J.
W. SCHUCKERS............................. Wooster,
my life, I asked charity. I am by trade a carpenter, and was that the machine may be readily stopped. The engineer sits WM. H. MARSHON,.......................... Dayton,
settled at Catterick, till on chopping a piece of wood, I cut m the rear, with the fire and boiling apparatus, at the extremi MADDOX FISHER, P. M.................. Springfield, Clark Co. ((
r. ASA COLEMAN............................ Troy, Miami Co.
„
my leg with an axe, and have been since incapable of working. ty of all which is a circular fanner turned by the engine to D
ROFF & YOUNG,............................... Cincinnati,
„
1 am now going to Sheffield, where I have a son, who is cm- blow the fire.”
Rev. HENRY C AStVALL,................. Portsmouth,
„
Rev. R, V. ROGERS,........................... Circleville
„
ployed in the manufactures, and who will not let me want for
ROWLAND CLAPP............................. Cuyahoga Falls,
any thing. Eut as the journey is long, and I can scarcely
I he Court.—-The periodical comet, discovered on the 27th WM. M. BLACKFORD........................ Fredericksburgh, Vadrag myself along on account of my wound, I have spent the of Feb. 1826, by M. Biela of Josephstadt, which performs its Rev. J. T. WHEAT, ............................Wheeling, Va.
little money which I had been able to save, and am obliged to revolution round the sun in about six years and three quarters, JAMES ENTWISLE........................... Alexandria, D. C.
WM. S. DRUMMOND......................... Washington, I). C.
beg for sustenance. though, as I do not look poor, I get but and whose return in the present year has been made the sub GEORGE W. JEWETT....................... Ann Arbour, Michigan J»_“
little; and being exhausted with hunger, I had nothing but ject of elaborate calculations by mathematicians ot the first Rev. JOHN O'BRIEN,........................ Monroe,
CHARLESS. YOUNG,....................... St.John, Kew-Brunetf*"
nay poor dog.”
eminence, has not disappointed the expectations of astrono C. GRISWOLD,................................. Utica, New-York.
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